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What do you think about the Modern Portfolio Theory? Have you 
ever constructed investment portfolios based on forecasted 

returns, standard deviations, correlations and efficient frontiers? 

 

 

 
Adam Šperl, CFA  
Portfolio Manager, Multi Asset, Conseq Investment Management 

Short answer is: I like it! H. Markowitz with no doubt revolutionized  financial  theory by using 
hard science (mathematics) to create rigorous portfolio theory. But as usual, as he answered 
some questions, many more appeared immediately. Regarding the second question, I think 
strictly repeating Markowitz optimization problem is purely mathematical exercise that don’t 
give you free lunch or superior profits for 3 main reasons: (1) There could be as well also other 
important factors than returns, risk and correlations; (2) the optimization gives you often large 
unintuitive bets and (3), most important,  it is very sensitive to inputs that are very difficult to 
estimate – and this is exactly what all security analysis/decision making is about after all. But it 
is good to remember that MPT is not just a theory, it is a way to describe human action. As  a 
tennis player, you don't have to know the laws of physics, but you play according them anyway. 
By analogy, if we follow well-known basic investment principles (like diversification) then we 
are already implicitly acting like Markowitz described. 
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Richard Pokorný  
Head of Capital Markets, MiddleCap  

We do not consider use of MPT to add any value in our portfolio construction, as we do not 
consider statistical metrics such as standard deviation to properly reflect equity risks. We look 
at fundamental aspects of each investment in combination with financials, so the long-term 
permanent loss of capital is of high relevance to us. MPT concept could be of some added value 
to low volatility investment strategies, where standard deviation is a key parameter to evaluate 
the success of an investment manager. In constructing investment portfolio and to properly size 
positions, we use scoring system (qualitative factors reflected by quantitative score) in 
combination with valuation (pure quantitative), where companies with highest conviction 
score and highest discount to fair value have larger weights in our portfolio. From our own 
experience, such comparative analysis could add significant value to reduce portfolio risk and 
maximize return. 
 
 

 
Čestmír Riesenfeld  
Head of Analysts, PP Asset Management  

In our fund we use a stock-picking approach for stocks’ part of the portfolio. The stock-picking 
approach is based on searching undervalued stocks where we suppose price growth or a return 
from future dividends. Although I am in favor of diversification, I am afraid that the 
diversification by the Modern Portfolio Theory will not protect well in future. I believe the most 
important driver of indices highs are the extremely expansive monetary and fiscal policies. And 
this driver is part of systematic risks which cannot be diversified according to the Modern 
Portfolio Theory.  
In our fund we protect against systematic risks by diversification through multiple asset classes 
like intraday trading, development and alternative investments.  
Correlations work very well as a part of technical analysis in intraday trading. We estimate the 
impact of economic factors on the direction of price movements by using correlations. In our 
stocks’ part of the portfolio we do not use correlations because of the stock-picking approach 
which is more “story-telling” than statistical analysis based. 
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Pavel Kopeček  
Portfolio Manager, ČSOB Asset Management  

The Modern Portfolio Theory has uncovered important relations in the financial world and has 
led to a creation of the very popular 60/40 portfolio for the long-term investors. The use of the 
theory has been quite significant within CSOB/KBC group. Many of the structured products 
using equity baskets have been based exactly on the principles of the theory. But not only 
structured products, also common open-end funds (both standard and special) have been from 
time to time challenged by the efficient frontier calculations. Especially various biases are ideal 
candidates, e.g. is a home/region bias in the equity portfolio valid from the efficient frontier 
point of view? What about high-yield bonds, do they bring additional value to a portfolio on a 
risk-adjusted basis? In short, the Modern Portfolio Theory comes into question when building 
the strategic allocation. However, tactical allocation or a stock pick can deviate from the 
theoretical portfolio and sometimes even significantly. Actual portfolio considers market value 
of underlying securities, economic cycles and trends to name a few. 

 
 
 

 
Ondřej Koňák  
Portfolio Manager, Partners  

Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) is an investment strategy first published in 1952 where 
investment’s potential returns are directly linked to the level of risk involved. MPT offers 
investors a framework how to maximize portfolio`s return while minimizing risks. 
Nevertheless, MPT seeks to mitigate risks that are unique via diversifying investments across a 
wide range of assets. Hence it promotes a long-term, buy and hold strategy that is more suitable 
for conservative and risk averse investors. I assume that every fund manager applies at least 
some principles of MPT in his investment decisions. The more conservative fund he manages, 
the more MPT principles he uses. For me, when managing the stock picking fund, MPT can 
hardly be used except diversification principle as MPT ignores fundamentals. 
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Miloš Lang  
Co-Owner Pech & Partneři – Investment Advisory Services in the Czech Republic  

Yes, definitely. This is our job and main difference from the layperson’s approach. Why is it so 
important? Because without these ingredients you are unable to construct an effective portfolio 
to achieve your goals, esp. to maximize your risk/reward profile. Imagine that you are playing a 
football game only with attackers without mid-fielders, defenders and the goal keeper. Probably 
you could score some goals at the beginning of the match. But with increasing time you very 
probably lost the whole match with very negative score. Without knowledge of how set your 
rosters, what you could expect from everyone and in which form and conditions everyone is 
playing, is impossible to be successful. And this is what we exactly doing in investments. We 
analyze statistical data, metrics like yield to maturity (YTM), earnings per share (EPS), we 
observe valuations and expectations. Finally, based on investor´s wishes, we always build an 
individual portfolio composed of suitable low correlated assets to always win the match. 
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